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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks are based on the collaborative efforts of
many small wireless sensor nodes, which collectively are able to form networks
through which sensor information can be gathered. Such networks usually can-
not operate in complete isolation, but must be connected to an external network
through which monitoring and controlling entities can reach the sensornet. As
TCP/IP, the Internet protocol suite, has become the de-facto standard for large-
scale networking, it is interesting to be able to connect sensornets to TCP/IP net-
works. In this paper, we discuss three different ways to connect sensor networks
with TCP/IP networks: proxy architectures, DTN overlays, and TCP/IP for sen-
sor networks. We conclude that the methods are in some senses orthogonal and
that combinations are possible, but that TCP/IP for sensor networks currently has
a number of issues that require further research before TCP/IP can be a viable
protocol family for sensor networking.
1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks is an information gathering paradigm based on the collective
effortsof manysmall wireless sensor nodes.The sensor nodes,which are intendedto be
physically small and inexpensive,are equipped with one or more sensors, a short-range
radio tranciever, a small micro-controller, and a power supply in the form of a battery.
Sensor network deployments are envisioned to be done in large scales, where each
network consists of hundreds or even thousands of sensor nodes. In such a deploy-
ment, human conguration of each sensor node is usually not feasible and therefore
self-conguration of the sensor nodes is important. Energy efciency is also critical,
especially in situations where it is not possible to replace sensor node batteries. Battery
replacement maintenance is also important to minimize for deployments where battery
replacement is possible.
Mostsensornetworkapplicationsaimat monitoringordetectionofphenomena.Ex-
amples include ofce building environment control, wild-life habitat monitoring [17],
and forest re detection [24]. For such applications, the sensor networks cannot operate
in complete isolation; there must be a way for a monitoring entity to gain access to the
data produced by the sensor network. By connecting the sensor network to an existing
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intranet, remote access to the sensor network can be achieved. Given that the TCP/IP
protocol suite has become the de-facto networking standard, not only for the global
Internet but also for local-area networks, it is of particular interest to look at methods
for interconnecting sensor networks and TCP/IP networks. In this paper, we discuss a
number of ways to connect sensor networks to TCP/IP networks.
Sensor networks often are intended to run specialized communication protocols,
thereby making it impossible to directly connect the sensor network with a TCP/IP
network.The most commonlysuggestedway to get the sensor networkto communicate
with a TCP/IP networkis to deploya proxybetween the sensor network andthe TCP/IP
network. The proxy is able to communicate both with the sensors in the sensor network
and hosts on the TCP/IP network, and is thereby able to either relay the information
gathered by the sensors, or to act as a front-end for the sensor network.
Delay TolerantNetworking(DTN)[9] is a recentlyproposedcommunicationmodel
for environments where the communication is characterized by long or unpredictable
delays and potentially high bit-error rates. Examples include mobile networks for inac-
cessible environments, satellite communication, and certain forms of sensor networks.
DTN creates an overlay network on top of the Internet and uses late address binding
in order to achieve independence of the underlying bearer protocols and addressing
schemes. TCP/IP and sensor network interconnection could be done by using a DTN
overlay on top of the two networks.
Finally, by directly running the TCP/IP protocol suite in the sensor network, it
would be possible to connect the sensor network and the TCP/IP network without re-
quiring proxies or gateways. In a TCP/IP sensor network, sensor data could be sent
using the best-effort transport protocol UDP, and the reliable byte-stream transport pro-
tocol TCP would be used for administrative tasks such as sensor conguration and
binary code downloads.
Due to the powerand memoryrestrictions of the small 8-bit micro-controllersin the
sensor nodes, it is often assumed that TCP/IP is not possible to run in sensor networks.
Inpreviouswork[8],we haveshownthat this is not true;evensmall micro-sensornodes
are able to run a full instance of the TCP/IP protocol stack. We have also successfully
implemented our small uIP TCP/IP stack [7] on the small sensor nodes developed at
FU Berlin [1]. There are, however,a number of problems that needs to be solved before
TCP/IP can be a viable alternative for sensor network communication.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss proxy architectures in
Section 2, followed by a discussion of the DTN architecture in Section 3. TCP/IP for
sensor networks is presented in Section 4, and a comparison of the three methods is
given in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.
2 Proxy Architectures
DeployingaspecialproxyserverbetweenthesensornetworkandtheTCP/IPnetworkis
averysimpleandstraightforwardwaytoconnectthetwonetworks.Inits simplestform,
the proxy resides as a custom-made program running on a gateway computer which
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between clients in the TCP/IP network and the sensor nodes is done through the proxy,
the communication protocol used in the sensor network may be chosen freely.
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Fig.1. Proxy architecture
The proxy can operate in either of two ways: as a relay, or as a front-end.In the rst
case, the proxy will simply relay data coming from the sensor network to clients on the
TCP/IP network. The clients must register a particular data interest with the proxy, and
the proxy will then relay data from the sensor network to the registered clients.
In the second case, where the proxy acts as a front-end for the sensor network,
the proxy pro-actively collects data from the sensors and stores the information in a
database. The clients can query the proxy for specic sensor data in a variety of ways,
such as through SQL-queries or web-based interfaces.
One advantage of the proxy based approach to interconnect sensor and TCP/IP net-
works is that the proxy completely decouples the two networks. This naturally allows
for specialized communication protocols to be implemented in the sensor network. A
front-end proxy can also be used to implement security features such as user and data
authentication.
Among the drawbacks of the proxy approach are that it creates a single point of
failure. If the proxy fails, all communication to and from the sensor network is effec-
tively made impossible. One possible solution would be to deploy redundancy in the
form of a set of back-up proxies. Unfortunately, such a solution reduces the simplic-
ity of the proxy approach. Other drawbacks are that a proxy implementation usually is
specialized for a specic task or a particular set of protocols. Such a proxy implemen-
tation requires special proxies for each application. Also, no general mechanism for
inter-routing between proxies exist.
Proxies have previously been used for connecting devices to TCP/IP networks in
order to overcome limitations posed by the devices themselves, or limitations caused
by the communicationenvironment in which the devices are located. The Wireless Ap-
plication Protocol (WAP) stack [15] is intended to be simpler than the TCP/IP protocol
stack in order to run on smaller devices, and to be better suited to wireless environ-
ments. WAP proxies are used to connect WAP devices with the Internet. Similarly, the
Remote Socket Architecture [23] exports the BSD socket interface to a proxy in order
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3 Delay Tolerant Networks
The Delay Tolerant Network architecture [9] is intended for so-called challenged envi-
ronments. Properties of such environments include long and variable delays, frequent
network partitioning, potentially high bit-error rates and asymmetrical data rates. DTN
is based on the observation that the TCP/IP protocol suite is built around a number of
implicit assumptions that do not hold true in challenged communication environments.
In particular, the underlying assumptions of TCP/IP are:
 An end-to-end path must exist between source and destination during the whole
data exchange.
 The maximum round trip-time for packets must be relatively small and stable.
 The end-to-end packet loss is relatively small.
The DTN architectural design contains several principles to provideservice in these
environments:
 DTN uses an overlay architecture based on store-and-forward message switching.
The messages, called bundles, that are transmitted contain both user data and rele-
vant meta-data.A message-switchedarchitectureprovides the advantageof a priori
knowledge of the size and performance requirements of the data transfer. The bun-
dle layer works as an application layer on top the TCP/IP protocol stack.
 The base transfer between nodes relies on store-and-forward techniques, i.e., a
packet is kept until it can be sent to the next hop. This requires that every node
has storage available in the network. Furthermore, this allows to advance the point
of retransmission towards the destination.
A DTNconsists a set ofregionswhichsharea commonlayercalledthe bundlelayer
that resides above the transport layer. The bundle layer stores messages in persistent
storage if there is no link available, fragments messages if necessary, and optionally
implements end-to-end reliability. The layers below the bundle layer are not specied
by the architecture, but are chosen dynamically based on the specic communication
characteristics and the available protocols in each region. One or more DTN gateways
exist in each DTN region. The DTN gateway forwards bundles between regions, and
takes care of delivering messages from other regions to hosts within the local region.
TheDTN architecturehas beendesignedwith thesensornetworkparadigminmind.
In sensornetworks,thenetworkmaybe partitionedfrequentlywhennodesgo intosleep
mode or because of node failure. This will disrupt any end-to-end paths through the
network. Also, packet loss rates in sensor networks can be very high [28] and routes
may be asymmetric.
Whenconnectingsensor networksto a TCP/IP networkusingthe DTN architecture,
we have at least two regions as depicted in Figure 2: one TCP/IP region where the
TCP/IP protocol suite is used and one sensor network region where specialized sensor
network protocols are implemented. A DTN gateway node is put in between the two
networks, similar to where a proxy would have been placed.
The DTN gateway acts much as a relay proxy as discussed in the previous section,
and the relay proxy approach can be viewed as a specic instance of the DTN architec-
ture. The DTN architecture is much more general than a simple proxy based approach,Connecting Wireless Sensornets with TCP/IP Networks 5
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Fig.2. Connecting using the DTN architecture
however, as the DTN architecture even allows mapping the sensor network into more
thanoneDTNregion,withDTNgatewayslocatedwithinthesensornetwork.Forsensor
networks where network partitioning is frequent, or where end-to-end communication
is impossible,such a networkdesignwouldbe appropriate.A fullyDTN enabledsensor
network would easily be extended to a TCP/IP network, simply by connecting one or
more of the DTN gateways to the TCP/IP network.
4 TCP/IP for Sensor Networks
Directlyemployingthe TCP/IP protocolsuite as the communicationprotocolinthe sen-
sor network would enable seamless integration of the sensor network and any TCP/IP
network. No special intermediary nodes or gateways would be needed for connecting a
sensor network with a TCP/IP network. Rather, the connection would simply be done
by connecting one or more sensor nodes to the TCP/IP network. TCP/IP in the sensor
network would also provide the possibility to route data to and from the sensor net-
work over standard technologies such as General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) [4].
This leads to an architecture as shown in Figure 3.
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Until recently,many believedthat tiny sensor nodes would lack the necessary mem-
ory and computationalresources to be able to run a full instance of the TCP/IP protocol
stack. Therefore,the idea of using TCP/IP for sensor networks has not been givenmuch
research attention. We have showed that a full TCP/IP stack indeed can be run even on
very limited devices [8], and have implemented our small uIP TCP/IP implementa-
tion [7] on the sensor nodes developedat FU Berlin [1]. These nodes are equippedwith
an 8-bit Texas Instruments MSP430 low-power micro-controller with a built-in mem-
ory of 2048 bytes. Our TCP/IP implementation requires only a few hundreds bytes of
memory to operate, which leaves plenty of memory for the actual sensor node applica-
tions.
The fact that we are able to run the TCP/IP stack even on tiny sensor nodes suggest
that TCP/IP for sensor networks may be within reach. Sensor networks running the
TCP/IP protocol suite would be very easy to connect to existing TCP/IP networks, and
would also able to benet from the wealth of readily available applications such as le
transfers using FTP or HTTP and possibly time synchronization with NTP. There are,
however, a number of problems with using TCP/IP for wireless sensor networks that
need to be addressed before TCP/IP is a viable alternative for sensor networks:
 The addressing and routing schemes of IP are host-centric.
 The header overhead in TCP/IP is very large for small packets.
 TCP does not perform well over links with high bit-error rates, such as wireless
links.
 The end-to-end retransmissions used by TCP consumes energy at every hop of the
retransmission path.
IP is designed so that every network interface connected to a network has its own
IP address. The prex of the address is the same for all network interfaces in the same
physical network and routing is done based on the network prexes. This does not t
well with the sensor network paradigm,where the main interest is the data generatedby
thesensorsandtheindividualsensoris ofminorimportance.Mostoftheproposedcom-
munication protocols for sensor networks use data centric routing and addressing [10,
12] and even though similar mechanisms have been developed as overlay networks on
top of IP [21], these usually require too much state to be kept in the participating nodes
to be feasible to run on limited sensor nodes.
The size of TCP/IP packet headers is between 28 and 40 bytes, and when sending
a few bytes of sensor data in a datagram the headers constitute nearly 90% of each
packet. Energy efciency is of prime importance for sensor networks, and since ra-
dio transmission often is the most energy consuming activity in a sensor node [20], a
header overhead of 90% is not acceptable. Hence, most protocols developed for sen-
sor networks strive to keep the header overhead as low as possible. For example, the
TinyOS [11] message header overhead is only 5%. The header overhead in TCP/IP can
be reducedusingvariousforms of headercompression[13,6,16,5]. Thesemechanisms
are commonlydesignedto work only overa single-hoplink, but workis currentlybeing
done in trying to adopt these mechanisms to the multi-hop case [19].
Furthermore, since TCP was designed for wired networks where bit-errors are un-
common and where packet drops nearly always are due to congestion, TCP always
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to a dropped packet. This leads to bad performance over wireless links where pack-
ets frequently are dropped because of bit-errors. TCP misinterprets the packet loss as
congestion and lowers the sending rate, even though the network is not congested.
Also,TCPuses end-to-endretransmissions,whichinamulti-hopsensornetworkre-
quires a transmission by every sensor node on the path from the sender to the receiver.
Such a retransmission consumes more energy than a retransmission scheme where the
point of retransmission is moved closer to the receiver. Protocols using other mecha-
nisms to implement reliability, such as reliable protocols especially developed for sen-
sor networks [22,27,26], are typically designed to be energy conserving.
Methods for improving TCP performance in wireless networks have been pro-
posed [2,3,14], but these are often targeted towards the case where the wireless link
is the last-hop, and not for wireless networks with multiple wireless hops. In addition,
traditional methods assume that the routing nodes have signicantly larger amounts of
resources than what limited sensor nodes have.
5 Comparison of the Methods
The three methods for connecting sensor networks to TCP/IP networks presented here
are in some respects orthogonalitis possibleto make combinationssuch as a partially
TCP/IP-based sensor network with a DTN overlay connected to the global Internet
using an front-endproxy. It is therefore not possible to make a direct comparison of the
methods. Instead, we will state the merits and drawbacks of each of the methods and
comment on situations in which each method is suited.
A pure proxy method works well when the sensor network is deployed relatively
close to a place where a proxy server can be safely placed. Since the proxy server by
design must have more processingpowerand more memorythan the sensors, it is likely
to require an electrical power supply rather than a battery. Also, the proxy may need to
be equippedwith a stable storage media such as a hard disk, which may make the proxy
physically larger than the sensor nodes. One example of a situation where these criteria
are met is an ofce building environment. Here, a proxy server can be placed close to
the sensor network, perhaps even in the same room as the sensors, and have immediate
access to electrical power. Another example would be a nautical sensor network where
the proxy could be equipped with a large battery pack and placed in the water with a
buoy such that the signicanceof the physical size of the proxynode would be reduced.
Front-endproxies can also be used for a number of other things, besides for achiev-
ing interconnectivity, such as sensor network status monitoring, and generation of sen-
sor failure reports to human operators.
The DTN architecture can be viewed as a generalization of the proxy architecture
and indeed a DTN gateway shares many properties with a proxy server. A DTN gate-
way in the sensor network region will be placed at the same place as a proxy server
would have been placed, and also requires more memory and stable storage media than
the sensor nodes. There are, however, a number of things that are gained by using the
DTN architecture rather than a simple proxy architecture. First, DTN inherently allows
for multiple DTN gateways in a DTN region, which removes the single-point-of-failure
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specialized for the particular sensor network application, DTN provides general mech-
anisms and an interface that can be used for a large number of occasions. Also, if the
sensor network is deployed in a place with a problematic communication environment,
the DTN architecture provides a set of features which can be used to overcome the
communication problems. Examples of such situations would be deep-sea exploration
or places where seismic activity can disrupt communication.
From an interconnectivity perspective, running native TCP/IP in the sensor net-
works is the most convenient way to connect the sensor network with a TCP/IP net-
work. One or more sensor nodes would simply be attached to the TCP/IP network, and
the two networks could exchange information through any of those nodes. The attach-
ment can be done either using a direct physical link, such as an Ethernet cable, or over
a wireless technology like GPRS.
WhileaTCP/IP enabledsensornetworkmayprovidetheeasiest waytointerconnect
the networks, it is usually not a complete solution, but must be integrated into a larger
architecture. The proxy and DTN architectures discussed here are examples of such
an architecture. We can e.g. imagine an ofce building TCP/IP sensor network that is
connected to a front-end proxy located in the cellar of the building. The connection
between the proxy and the sensor network would be made using the regular TCP/IP
local-areanetworkin the building.Anotherexamplewould be a TCP/IP sensor network
for monitoring the in-door environment in a train. A DTN gateway would be placed
in the same train, and the sensor network and the gateway would communicate using
TCP/IP overthe train's local area network.The DTN gatewaywould be able to transmit
the gathered information over the global Internet at places where the train has Internet
access.
Finally, from a security perspective, the front-end proxy architecture provides a
good place to implement user and data authentication, since all access to the sensor
network goes through the proxy. The DTN architecture is inherently designed for se-
curity and uses asymmetric cryptographyto authenticate both individual messages and
routers. TCP/IP as such does not provideany security, so security must be implemented
externally either by using a front-endproxy,DTN, or any of the existing security mech-
anisms for TCP/IP networks such as Kerberos. It should also be noted that security
methods developed especially with wireless sensor networks in mind [18,25] can be
implemented as application layer security in TCP/IP sensor networks.
6 Conclusions
We have presented three methods for connecting wireless sensornets with TCP/IP net-
works: proxy architectures, Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) overlays, and TCP/IP
for sensor networks. The three methods are orthogonal in that it is possible to form
combinations, such as a DTN overlay on top of a TCP/IP sensor network behind a
front-end proxy.
The proxy architectures are simple and make it possible to use specialized com-
munication protocols in the sensor network, but are application specic and creates a
single point of failure. The DTN architecture also allows for specialized protocols, butConnecting Wireless Sensornets with TCP/IP Networks 9
provides a much more general communication architecture. DTN is also useful if the
sensor network itself is deployed in a challenged communication environment.
Finally, by using the TCP/IP protocol suite for the sensor network, connecting the
sensor network with another TCP/IP network is simply done by attaching one or more
sensor nodes to both networks. However, attaching the sensor nodes to the TCP/IP
network may not always be ideal, and a combination of either a proxy architecture and
TCP/IP, or DTN and TCP/IP, may be benecial.
TCP/IP for sensor networks currently has a number of problems, and therefore fur-
ther research in the area is needed before TCP/IP can be a viable alternative for sensor
networking.
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